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AN INEXACT SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHM FOR LARGE-SCALE NONLINEAR OPTIMIZATION
FRANK E. CURTIS∗ , TRAVIS C. JOHNSON† , DANIEL P. ROBINSON‡ , AND ANDREAS
WÄCHTER§
Abstract. We propose a sequential quadratic optimization method for solving nonlinear constrained optimization problems. The novel feature of the algorithm is that, during each iteration, the
primal-dual search direction is allowed to be an inexact solution of a given quadratic optimization
subproblem. We present a set of generic, loose conditions that the search direction (i.e., inexact subproblem solution) must satisfy so that global convergence of the algorithm for solving the nonlinear
problem is guaranteed. The algorithm can be viewed as a globally convergent inexact Newton-based
method. The results of numerical experiments are provided to illustrate the reliability and eﬃciency
of the proposed numerical method.
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1. Introduction. We propose, analyze, and provide numerical results for a sequential quadratic optimization (SQO, commonly known as SQP) method for solving
the following generic nonlinear constrained optimization problem:
minimize

(min) f (x)

subject to

(s.t.)

x

x

c(x) = 0, c̄(x) ≤ 0,

(NLP)

where f : Rn → R, c : Rn → Rm , and c̄ : Rn → Rm̄ are continuously diﬀerentiable.
Classical SQO methods [26, 41, 45] are characterized by the property that during each
iteration, a primal search direction and updated dual variable values are obtained by
solving a quadratic optimization subproblem (QP) that locally approximates (NLP).
The novel feature of our proposed inexact SQO (iSQO) algorithm is that these subproblem solutions can be inexact as long as the search direction and updated dual
values satisfy one of a few sets of conditions. These conditions, which typically allow
a great deal of flexibility for the QP solver, are established so that some amount of
inexactness is always allowed (at suboptimal primal-dual points), the algorithm is
well-posed, and global convergence in solving the nonlinear problem is guaranteed
under mild assumptions.
Any nonlinear optimization problem with equality and inequality constraints can
be formulated as (NLP). However, if (NLP) is (locally) infeasible, then our algorithm
is designed to automatically transition to solving the following feasibility problem,
which aims to minimize the �1 -norm violation of the constraints of (NLP):
min v(x), where v(x) := �c(x)�1 + �[c̄(x)]+ �1
x

(FP)

and [·]+ := max{·, 0} (with the max operator applied element-wise). A point that
is stationary for (FP), yet is infeasible with respect to (NLP), is called an infeasible
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stationary point for (NLP). This feature of our algorithm of converging to the set of
first-order optimal solutions of (FP) when (NLP) is (locally) infeasible is important
in any modern optimization algorithm, as it guarantees that useful information is
provided for a problem even when it involves model and/or data inconsistencies.
Our algorithm may be considered an inexact Newton-based method since, during
each iteration, the primal-dual search direction is an inexact solution of a linearized
equation corresponding to a nonlinear first-order optimality equation. See [16, 40] for
the foundations of (inexact) Newton methods for solving nonlinear equations, [28, 30,
35, 39] for examples of inexact Newton methods for solving constrained optimization
problems, and [6] for a Gauss-Newton strategy that employs a similar linearization
technique. We also remark in passing that another class of inexact SQO methods, not
in the scope of this paper, are those in which the QPs are formulated using inexact
derivative information; e.g., see [2, 17, 29, 31, 43, 44].
Our approach employs an �1 -norm exact penalty function to drive global convergence. Such a technique has been employed in SQO-type methods for decades; e.g.,
see [20, 26, 27, 41] and the more recent methods in [10, 11, 23, 24, 25, 38]. Indeed, the
technique has been eﬀectively employed in previous work by some of the authors on
inexact Newton methods for equality constrained optimization [7, 8, 14] and inexact
interior-point methods for inequality constrained optimization [13, 15]. Our algorithm
also has several additional features in common with the algorithm in [5], such as the
manner in which up to two QPs are solved during each iteration and that in which the
penalty parameter is updated. Note, however, that the method in [5] requires exact
QP solutions (in order to ensure rapid infeasibility detection), whereas the central
feature of our iSQO method is that the QP solutions may be inexact.
We associate with problems (NLP) and (FP) the Fritz John (FJ) function
F(x, y, ȳ, µ) := µf (x) + c(x)T y + c̄(x)T ȳ
and the �1 -norm exact penalty function
φ(x, µ) := µf (x) + v(x).
The quantity µ ≥ 0 plays the role of both the objective multiplier in the FJ function
and the penalty parameter in the penalty function. Optimality conditions for both
(NLP) and (FP) can be written in terms of the gradient of the FJ function ∇F,
constraint functions c and c̄, and bounds on the dual variables, or more specifically
in terms of the primal-dual first-order optimality residual function


¯
µg(x) + J(x)y + J(x)ȳ


 min{[c(x)]+ , e − y} 


−

ρ(x, y, ȳ, µ) := 
 min{[c(x)] , e + y}  ,


+
 min{[c̄(x)] , e − ȳ} 
min{[c̄(x)]− ,
ȳ}

where g := ∇f , J := ∇c, J¯ := ∇c̄, [·]− := max{−·, 0}, and e is a vector of ones
whose length is determined by the context. (Here, the min and max operators are
applied element-wise.) If ρ(x, y, ȳ, µ) = 0, v(x) = 0, and (y, ȳ, µ) �= 0, then (x, y, ȳ, µ)
is a FJ point [32, 36] for problem (NLP). In particular, if µ > 0, then (x, y/µ, ȳ/µ)
is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) point [33, 34] for (NLP). On the other hand, if
ρ(x, y, ȳ, 0) = 0 and v(x) > 0, then (x, y, ȳ, 0) is a FJ point for problem (FP) and x is
an infeasible stationary point for (NLP).
2

The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we motivate our work by presenting an
SQO method in which at most two QPs are solved during each iteration. We then
present our new iSQO method. Our approach is modeled after the presented SQO
method, but allows inexactness in the subproblem solves, a feature that may allow
for significantly reduced computational costs. In §3, we provide global convergence
guarantees for our iSQO method, proving under mild assumptions that the algorithm
will converge to KKT points, infeasible stationary points, or feasible points at which
the Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint qualification (MFCQ) fails. The results of
numerical experiments illustrating the eﬃcacy of our approach are presented in §4,
and concluding remarks are presented in §5.
Notation. We drop function dependencies once they are defined and use subscripts
to denote functions and function values corresponding to iteration numbers; e.g., by
fk we mean f (xk ). Superscripts, on the other hand, are used to denote the element
index of a vector; e.g., ci is the ith constraint function. Unless otherwise specified,
�·� := �·�2 . We use e and I to denote a vector of ones and identity matrix, respectively,
where in each case the size is determined by the context. As above, vectors of all zeros
are written simply as 0, and similarly vectors of all infinite values are written as ∞.
Given N -vectors a1 , a2 , and a3 , we use the shorthand a1 ∈ [a2 , a3 ] to indicate that
ai1 ∈ [ai2 , ai3 ] for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, and similarly for open-ended intervals. Finally,
A � B indicates that A − B is positive semi-definite.
2. Algorithm Descriptions. In this section, we present two algorithms. The
purpose of the first algorithm (an SQO method), in which at most two QPs are
solved exactly during each iteration, is to outline the algorithmic structure on which
the second algorithm (our new iSQO algorithm) is based. By comparing the two
algorithms, we illustrate the algorithmic features of our iSQO method that are needed
to maintain global convergence when the QP solutions are allowed to be inexact.
In both of the algorithms that we present, each iterate has the form
�
� � � �
�
� �
� �
yk�
yk��
yk�
ȳk�
xk , � , �� , µk where
∈
[−e,
e],
∈ [0, e], and µk ∈ (0, ∞). (2.1)
ȳk
ȳk
yk��
ȳk��
Here, xk is the primal iterate, (yk� , ȳk� ) are constraint multipliers for (NLP), (yk�� , ȳk�� )
are constraint multipliers for (FP), and µk is a penalty parameter. We maintain
separate multipliers for (NLP) and (FP) in order to measure the optimality error
with respect to each problem more accurately than if only one set of multipliers were
maintained. At a given iterate, we define the following piece-wise linear model of the
penalty function φ(·, µ) (i.e., the constraint violation measure v if µ = 0) about xk :
T
lk (d, µ) := µ(fk + gkT d) + �ck + JkT d�1 + �[c̄k + J¯k d]+ �1 .

Given a vector d, we define the reduction in this model as

∆lk (d, µ) := lk (0, µ) − lk (d, µ) = −µgkT d + vk − �ck + JkT d�1 − �[c̄k + J¯k d]+ �1 .
T

Both algorithms require solutions of at most two QPs during each iteration. In par�
�
ticular, we compute (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) as a primal-dual solution of the “penalty QP”
min −∆lk (d, µk ) + 12 dT Hk� d,
d

(PQP)

��
��
and potentially compute (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) as a solution of the “feasibility QP”

min −∆lk (d, 0) + 12 dT Hk�� d.
d

3

(FQP)

Here, Hk� is an approximation of the Hessian of F at (xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk ) and Hk�� is a similar approximation corresponding to (xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0). Despite the fact that (PQP) and
(FQP) are written with nonsmooth objective functions, they each can be reformulated
and solved as the following smooth constrained QP [18] (with (µ, H) = (µk , Hk� ) and
(µ, H) = (0, Hk�� ) for (PQP) and (FQP), respectively):
min µgkT d − vk + eT (r + s) + eT t + 12 dT Hd

d,r,s,t

s.t. ck + JkT d = r − s, c̄k + J¯k d ≤ t, (r, s, t) ≥ 0.
T

�
�
In the resulting primal-dual solution—i.e., (d�k , rk� , s�k , t�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) for (PQP) and
�� �� �� �� ��
��
(dk , rk , sk , tk , yk+1 , ȳk+1 ) for (FQP)—the multipliers are those corresponding to the
(relaxed) linearized equality and linearized inequality constraints. For our purposes,
we ignore the artificial variables in the remainder of the algorithm, though we remark
that in an exact solution of (PQP) we have
T
rk� = [ck + JkT d�k ]+ , s�k = [ck + JkT d�k ]− , and t�k = [c̄k + J¯k d�k ]+ ,

and similar relationships for the artificial variables for (FQP); e.g., see [5].
Critical in the descriptions of both algorithms are the model reduction ∆lk , as
well as the following residual corresponding to subproblems (PQP) and (FQP):


µgk + Hd + Jk y + J¯k ȳ


min{[ck + JkT d]+ , e − y}


T −

ρk (d, y, ȳ, µ, H) := 
min{[ck + Jk d] , e + y} .
T +


¯
min{[c̄k + J k d] , e − ȳ}
T
min{[c̄k + J¯k d]− ,
ȳ}

�
�
�
�
Observe that if ρk (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, µk , Hk� ) = 0, then (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) is a first-order op�� ��
��
��
��
��
timal point for (PQP), and if ρk (dk , yk+1 , ȳk+1 , 0, Hk ) = 0, then (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) is a
first-order optimal point for (FQP). Moreover, we have ρk (0, y, ȳ, µ, H) = ρ(xk , y, ȳ, µ)
for any (y, ȳ, µ, H). It is also prudent to note that for any (d, y, ȳ, µ, H), the model
reduction ∆lk (d, µ) and residual ρk (d, y, ȳ, µ, H) are easily computed with only a few
matrix-vector operations.
The algorithms in this section make use of the following user-defined constants,
which we define upfront for ease of reference:

{θ, ξ} ⊂ (0, ∞), {κ, �, τ, δ, γ, η, λ, ζ, ψ} ⊂ (0, 1), and β ∈ (0, �).

(2.2)

2.1. An SQO Algorithm with Exact Subproblem Solutions. We now
present an SQO method that will form the basis for our newly proposed iSQO algorithm. For simplicity, we temporarily assume that Hk� � 2θI and Hk�� � 2θI for all
k ≥ 0, which in particular means that for the solutions of (PQP) and (FQP) we have
�
(d�k , Hk� ) for (PQP)
2
1 T
with (d, H) =
(2.3)
2 d Hd ≥ θ�d�
(d��k , Hk�� ) for (FQP).
We do not make this convexity assumption in our iSQO method since, in that algorithm, we include a convexification procedure that will ensure (2.3). However, for our
immediate purposes, we simply assume that such a procedure is not required.
4

�
�
In each iteration of our SQO framework, we compute (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfying
the following “termination test”. We use the phrase “termination test” for consistency
with the terminology of our iSQO method, in which tests such as this one reveal
conditions under which an iterative solver applied to solve a QP may terminate.
Termination Test A
�
�
The primal-dual vector (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfies
�
�
ρk (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, µk , Hk� ) = 0.

(2.4)

��
��
Similarly, we potentially compute (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfying the following test,
�� ��
��
though in some cases we may instead set (dk , yk+1 , ȳk+1
) ← (0, yk�� , ȳk�� ) by default.

Termination Test B
��
��
The primal-dual vector (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfies

��
��
ρk (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, 0, Hk�� ) = 0.

(2.5)

To compartmentalize this algorithm (and our iSQO method in §2.2), we state
that in each iteration one of a set of possible “scenarios” occurs. Each scenario is
defined by a set of conditions that must hold and the resulting updates that will be
performed. In particular, in each scenario, the primal search direction will be set as
a convex combination of d�k and d��k ; i.e., for τk ∈ [0, 1] we set
dk ← τk d�k + (1 − τk )d��k .

(2.6)

If a subproblem is not solved, then we set the corresponding primal step component
to zero by default, so (2.6) is always well-defined.
For our SQO framework, we have three scenarios. The first represents the simplest
case when, for the current value of the penalty parameter, the solution of (PQP)
yields a reduction in the model of the penalty function that is large compared to the
infeasibility measure. This model reduction is deemed to be suﬃcient, so we maintain
the current value of the penalty parameter and avoid solving (FQP).
Scenario A
�
�
Conditions A: The primal-dual vector (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfies Termination
Test A and
∆lk (d�k , µk ) ≥ �vk .

(2.7)

∆lk (d�k , µk ) ≥ �∆lk (d��k , 0).

(2.9)

(2.8)
Updates A:
Set
The second scenario is similar to the first, but exploits the fact that with a solution
of (FQP), the condition imposed on the reduction of the model of the penalty function
may be relaxed. As in Scenario A, this model reduction is deemed to be suﬃcient, so
we maintain the current value of the penalty parameter.
Scenario B
�
�
��
��
Conditions B: The primal-dual vectors (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) and (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
)
satisfy Termination Tests A and B, respectively, and
dk ←

d�k ,

τk ← 1, and µk+1 ← µk .

Updates B:
Set quantities as in (2.8).
The third scenario represents the case when the solution of (PQP) does not yield a
suﬃciently large model reduction (as determined by (2.9)). In such a case, the primal
search direction is set as a convex combination of the penalty and feasibility steps
5

in such a way that the resulting reduction in the model of the constraint violation
is suﬃciently large compared to that obtained by the feasibility step alone. (This
condition is reminiscent of conditions imposed in methods that employ “steering”
techniques for the penalty parameter; e.g., see [5, 9, 11, 12].) Then, the penalty
parameter may be decreased so that the search direction yields a suﬃciently large
model reduction for the new value of the penalty parameter.
Scenario C
�
�
��
��
Conditions C: The primal-dual vectors (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) and (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
)
satisfy Termination Tests A and B, respectively.
Updates C:
Choose τk as the largest value in [0, 1] such that
∆lk (τk d�k + (1 − τk )d��k , 0) ≥ �∆lk (d��k , 0),

µk+1

(2.10)

then set dk by (2.6), and finally set


if τk ≥ τ and ∆lk (dk , µk ) ≥ β∆lk (dk , 0)

µk
δµ
←
k �
� if τk < τ and ∆lk (dk , µk ) ≥ β∆lk (dk , 0)


(1−β)∆l
(d
,0)
k
k
min δµk , T
otherwise.
g dk +θ�dk �2
k

(2.11)

In all of the above scenarios, it can be shown (as in Lemma 3.13) that any nonzero search direction yields a positive reduction in the model of the penalty function
for the new value of the penalty parameter, i.e., that ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) > 0, which in
turn implies that dk is a descent direction for φ(·, µk+1 ) at xk (as in Lemma 3.12).
Based on this fact, it is appropriate to update the primal iterate by performing a
backtracking Armijo line search to obtain the largest αk ∈ {γ 0 , γ 1 , γ 2 , . . .} such that
φ(xk + αk dk , µk+1 ) ≤ φ(xk , µk+1 ) − ηαk ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ).

(2.12)

As for the dual variables in the following iteration, in the present context we claim that
it is appropriate to follow the common SQO strategy of employing those multipliers
obtained via the QP subproblem solutions. We remark, however, that additional
considerations will be made when updating the dual variables in our iSQO algorithm.
A complete description of our SQO framework is presented as Algorithm A. The
algorithm terminates finitely with a KKT point or infeasible stationary point if and
only if either of the following pairs of conditions are satisfied:
ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk ) = 0 and vk = 0;
ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)

= 0 and vk > 0.

(2.13a)
(2.13b)

2.2. An iSQO Algorithm with Inexact Subproblem Solutions. Our proposed iSQO method is based on Algorithm A. However, rather than consider exact
solutions of (PQP) and (FQP) as required in Termination Tests A and B, respectively,
we provide alternative termination tests that allow inexactness in the QP solutions.
Due to the relaxed conditions in these tests, a few alternative scenarios are considered.
Motivation for these alternative scenarios is provided by noting that, in a variety of
situations, a productive step in the primal space (with respect to the �1 exact penalty
function) may require exact (or near-exact) solutions of (PQP) and/or (FQP). In
order to avoid such restrictive requirements, our iSQO algorithm involves scenarios
that may, e.g., result in a null step in the primal space while an update of the dual
6

Algorithm A Sequential Quadratic Optimizer with Exact Subproblem Solves
1: Set k ← 0 and choose (xk , yk� , ȳk� , yk�� , ȳk�� , µk ) satisfying (2.1).
2: Check for finite termination by performing the following.

3:

4:

5:
6:

a: If (2.13a) holds, then terminate and return the KKT point (xk , yk� /µk , ȳk� /µk ).
b: If (2.13b) holds, then terminate and return the infeasible stationary point xk .
Compute the exact solution of (PQP) satisfying Termination Test A, and initialize
��
��
(d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) ← (0, yk�� , ȳk�� ) by default.
a: If Conditions A hold, then perform Updates A and go to step 5.// (Scenario A)
Compute the exact solution of (FQP) satisfying Termination Test B.
a: If Conditions B hold, then perform Updates B and go to step 5.// (Scenario B)
b: Conditions C hold, so perform Updates C.
// (Scenario C)
Compute αk as the largest value in {γ 0 , γ 1 , γ 2 , . . .} such that (2.12) is satisfied.
Set xk+1 ← xk + αk dk and k ← k + 1, then go to step 2.

values and/or penalty parameter is performed. Note that due to the presence of these
alternative scenarios, our iSQO method does not entirely reduce to Algorithm A if exact QP solutions are computed. However, Algorithm A still represents the foundation
for our iSQO method, so it has been presented as motivation and for reference.
We remark at the outset that our choice of initial point and updating strategy
for the feasibility multipliers (see (2.34)) will ensure that, for all k ≥ 0, we have
�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� ≤ �ρ(xk , 0, 0, 0)� ≤ �ρ(xk , 0, 0, 0)�1 ≤ vk .

(2.14)

We also refer the reader to Assumptions 3.2 and 3.3 in §3.1, under which we illustrate that our termination tests are well-posed. That is, we show that at any point,
suﬃciently accurate solutions of (PQP) and/or (FQP) will yield primal-dual vectors
satisfying an appropriate subset of termination tests.
We consider three termination tests that address the penalty subproblem (PQP).
(In each step of our algorithm, we state explicitly which of these three tests is to be
considered.) The first outlines the common case when the primal step produces a
suﬃciently large reduction in the model of the penalty function φ(·, µk ) and corresponds to a suﬃciently accurate solution of (PQP). The condition (2.15) imposed for
this latter requirement is reminiscent of those commonly employed in inexact Newton
methods for solving nonlinear equations; see [16] and note that the similar condition
(2.26) will be imposed for the feasibility subproblem (FQP). We remark that with
T
d�k yielding 12 d�k Hk� d�k ≥ θ�d�k �2 —which will be ensured by our convexification procedure described later on—the condition (2.17) merely requires that the corresponding
objective value of (PQP) is better than that yielded by the zero vector.
Termination Test 1
�
�
�
The primal-dual vector (dk , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfies
�
�
�ρk (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, µk , Hk� )� ≤ κ max{�ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )�, �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�}, (2.15)

and

�
�
yk+1
∈ [−e, e], ȳk+1
∈ [0, e],

(2.16)

∆lk (d�k , µk ) ≥ θ�d�k �2 > 0.

(2.17)

The second test is similar to the first, but involves potentially tightened tolerances
for the residual, multipliers, and model reduction. This test is enforced before the
penalty parameter is allowed to be updated. This will allow us to prove that the
7

penalty parameter will remain bounded away from zero under common assumptions.
We prove later on (in Lemma 3.9) that this termination test will be considered only
if �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� > 0, which in turn implies along with (2.14) that vk > 0. These
facts will be used to show that this test is well-posed. Condition (a) in the test is
motivated by our convergence analysis; observing the contrapositive of the condition,
it requires that if the multipliers are bounded above by λ(� − β) ∈ (0, 1), then the
solution of (PQP) must be accurate enough so that the reduction in the model of the
constraint violation measure is suﬃciently large. Condition (b) is also required by
our convergence theory; it enables us to prove that µk → 0 when vk → 0 only if every
limit point of a primal-dual iterate sequence is a FJ point at which the MFCQ fails;
see Lemmas 3.25 and 3.28.
Termination Test 2
�
�
The primal-dual vector (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfies (2.16), (2.17), and
�
�
�ρk (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, µk , Hk� )� ≤ κ�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�.

Furthermore, the following conditions must hold:
(a) If
∆lk (d�k , 0) < �vk ,
� �
�
�
�(yk+1 , ȳk+1
then
)�∞ ≥ λ(� − β).
(b) If

then

∆lk (d�k , µk ) < β∆lk (d�k , 0),
� �
�
�
�(yk+1 , ȳk+1
)�∞ ≥ λµk gkT d�k /vk .

(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)
(2.22)

Our third termination test for (PQP) is necessary as there are situations in which
Termination Tests 1 and 2 cannot be satisfied. For example, if xk is stationary for
φ(·, µk ), but ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk ) is nonzero (due to incorrect multiplier estimates), then
this test allows an update of the dual solution and/or penalty parameter without
requiring a productive step in the primal space. In any scenario in which this test is
checked and satisfied, the algorithm will subsequently reset d�k ← 0, which is why the
test eﬀectively ignores the value of d�k . We have in this test that if (2.24) holds, then
by (2.14) we have vk > 0. This fact will be used to show that the test is well-posed.
We also note that motivation for the lower bound (2.25) is similar to that for (2.22).
Termination Test 3
�
�
The primal-dual vector (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfies (2.16) and
Futhermore, if
then

�
�
�ρk (0, yk+1
, ȳk+1
, µk , Hk� )� ≤ κ�ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )�.

(2.23)

�ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )� < ζ�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�,
� �
�
�
�(yk+1 , ȳk+1
)�∞ ≥ ψ.

(2.24)
(2.25)

We now define our termination test for the feasibility subproblem (FQP). Here,
�
�
we note that (FQP) will be approximately solved only if (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfying
Termination Test 1 has already been obtained, meaning that it is appropriate to refer
to ∆lk (d�k , µk ) on the left-hand side of (2.28).
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Termination Test 4
The primal-dual

and

��
��
vector (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfies
�� ��
��
�ρk (dk , yk+1 , ȳk+1 , 0, Hk�� )� ≤ κ�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�,

(2.26)

��
��
yk+1
∈ [−e, e], ȳk+1
∈ [0, e],

(2.27)

max{∆lk (d�k , µk ), ∆lk (d��k , 0)} ≥ θ�d��k �2 .

(2.28)

We are now prepared to describe the six scenarios that may occur in our iSQO
method. Three of the scenarios, namely Scenarios 2–4, mimic Scenarios A–C, respectively, in Algorithm A. The remaining scenarios are motivated by our goal to provide
global convergence guarantees given that we only require (inexact) QP solutions satisfying (subsets of) the above termination tests.
The first scenario considers the case when the algorithm arrives at a stationary
point for the penalty function—with multipliers such that ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk ) = 0—that
is infeasible for (NLP). We claim that explicit consideration of this scenario, which is
expected to occur only rarely in practice, is not necessary in Algorithm A. Indeed, at
such a stationary point for the penalty function, there is a first-order optimal solution
of (PQP) with a null step in the primal space, with which Algorithm A would reduce
the penalty parameter, as is done here. However, we consider the scenario explicitly
in order to avoid requiring an exact solution of (PQP). In fact, our consideration
of this scenario does not even require an inexact solution of either (PQP) or (FQP).
Motivation for (2.29) is that (yk� , ȳk� ) may actually be better multipliers for (FQP)
than (yk�� , ȳk�� ) for the new (reduced) value of the penalty parameter set in Updates 1.
Indeed, this update is required in our analysis to show that the first-order optimality
residual for the feasibility problem converges to zero.
Conditions 1:
Updates 1:

Scenario 1
The primal-dual residual satisfies ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk ) = 0 and the
infeasibility measure satisfies vk > 0.
Set
dk ← d�k ← d��k ← 0, τk ← 1, µk+1 ← δµk ,

�
�
and (yk+1
, ȳk+1
) ← (yk� , ȳk� ), then set
�
(yk� , ȳk� ) if �ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , 0)� ≤ �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�
��
��
(yk+1 , ȳk+1 ) ←
(yk�� , ȳk�� ) otherwise.

(2.29)

The second scenario represents a more common case when an inexact solution
of (PQP) is computed that yields a productive step in the primal-dual space. As in
the case of Scenario A in Algorithm A, a benefit of this scenario is that it can be
considered without having to compute an approximate solution of (FQP).
Scenario 2
�
�
Conditions 2:
The primal-dual vector (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfies Termination
Test 1 and (2.7) holds.
Updates 2:
Set quantities as in (2.8).
The third scenario is similar to the second, but exploits an inexact solution of
(FQP) to relax the requirement on the penalty model reduction; recall Scenario B.
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Scenario 3
�
�
��
��
Conditions 3:
The primal-dual vectors (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) and (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
)
satisfy Termination Tests 1 and 4, respectively, and (2.9) holds.
Updates 3:
Set quantities as in (2.8).
The fourth scenario represents a case when a productive direction in the primal
space has been computed, but an update of the penalty parameter may be required
to yield a penalty model reduction that is suﬃcient; recall Scenario C. This scenario
requires a primal-dual vector satisfying Termination Test 2, which is more restrictive
than Termination Test 1, the test employed in Scenarios 1 and 2.
Scenario 4
�
�
��
��
Conditions 4:
The primal-dual vectors (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) and (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
)
satisfy Termination Tests 2 and 4, respectively.
Updates 4:
Choose τk as the largest value in [0, 1] such that (2.10) holds,
then set dk by (2.6) and µk+1 by (2.11).
A few remarks are pertinent with respect to Scenario 4. In particular, the scenario
is only considered when Termination Tests 2 and 4 hold—in which case Termination
Test 1 also clearly holds—but (2.9) is not satisfied; i.e., it is only considered when
Scenario 3 does not occur. The satisfaction of (2.17) and the violation of (2.9) imply
0 < θ�d�k �2 ≤ ∆lk (d�k , µk ) < ∆lk (d��k , 0) with d��k �= 0,

(2.30)

which along with (2.28) and (2.10) respectively means that
∆lk (d��k , 0) ≥ θ�d��k �2 and dk �= 0.

(2.31)

The fact that (2.30) and (2.31) both hold in Scenario 4 are critical in our analysis.
The last two scenarios concern cases when a productive step in the primal space
has not been obtained, yet a productive step in the dual space is available. These scenarios may occur whenever xk is (nearly) stationary for the penalty function φ(·, µk ).
As evidenced by the absence of conditions such as these in Algorithm A, we claim
that they do not need to be considered when (PQP) and (FQP) are solved exactly.
However, they are required in order to have a well-posed and globally convergent algorithm when inexact QP solutions are allowed. The scenarios distinguish between
two cases depending on the relationship between the residuals ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0) and
ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk ). Motivation for (2.33) is that, when (2.24) fails to hold, we have an
indication that the infeasibility measure v may be vanishing, in which case zeros multipliers may be better than (yk�� , ȳk�� ) with respect to the optimality residual for (FQP).
This update is required in our convergence analysis.
Scenario 5
�
�
Conditions 5:
The primal-dual vector (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfies Termination
Test 3, but (2.24) fails to hold.
Updates 5:
Set
dk ← d�k ← d��k ← 0, τk ← 1, µk+1 ← µk ,
and then set
�
(0, 0)
if �ρ(xk , 0, 0, 0)� ≤ �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�
��
��
(yk+1 , ȳk+1 ) ←
(yk�� , ȳk�� ) otherwise.
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(2.32)

(2.33)

The final scenario is similar to the previous one, except (2.24) holds. As in
Scenario 1, we perform the update (2.29) due to the new (reduced) penalty parameter.
Scenario 6
�
�
Conditions 6:
The primal-dual vector (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfies Termination
Test 3 and (2.24) holds.
Updates 6:
Set quantities as in Updates 1.
As in Algorithm A, after the search direction computation, we perform a backtracking line search to obtain the largest αk ∈ {γ 0 , γ 1 , γ 2 , . . .} such that (2.12) holds.
If dk = 0 (which will be true in Scenarios 1, 5, and 6), then (2.12) is trivially satisfied
by αk = 1. We also perform a final update of the feasibility multipliers:
�
��
��
(0, 0)
if �ρ(xk+1 , 0, 0, 0)� ≤ �ρ(xk+1 , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, 0)�
��
��
(yk+1 , ȳk+1 ) ←
��
��
(yk+1 , ȳk+1 ) otherwise.
(2.34)
This update and our choice of initial point ensures that (2.14) holds for all k ≥ 0.
The framework given in Algorithm 1 is one that may be used to approximately
solve either (PQP) or (FQP) until a termination test is satisfied. Importantly, this
algorithm includes a convexification procedure for the given Hessian approximation,
which ensures that at the conclusion of a run we have that (2.3) holds (though not
necessarily that the Hessian approximation is positive semi-definite). Since the formulations of (PQP) and (FQP) diﬀer only by the choices of penalty parameter and
Hessian approximation, we specify these as the signifying inputs to the algorithm.
We remark that regardless of the solver used within Algorithm 1, hot-starts should
be used whenever step 3 is called after step 6 so that the solver will make further
progress in solving the given subproblem. On the other hand, when step 3 is called
after step 4, the solver could be reinitialized.
Algorithm 1 Quadratic Optimizer for Solving (PQP) or (FQP)
1: Input (µ, H) ← (µk , Hk� ) for (PQP) or (µ, H) ← (0, Hk�� ) for (FQP).
2: Choose an initial solution estimate (d◦ , y◦ , ȳ◦ ).
3: Using (d◦ , y◦ , ȳ◦ ) as an initial estimate, call a QP solver to solve

min −∆lk (d, µ) + 12 dT Hd,
d

(2.35)

obtaining an improved solution estimate (d, y, ȳ) satisfying y ∈ [−e, e] and ȳ ∈ [0, e].

4: If 12 dT Hd < θ�d�2 , then set H ← H + ξI and go to step 3.
5: If a termination test (specified by Algorithm 2) holds, then return (d, y, ȳ) and H.
6: Set (d◦ , y◦ , ȳ◦ ) ← (d, y, ȳ) and go to step 3.

Our complete iSQO algorithm is presented as Algorithm 2. For simplicity, we
state that the Hessian approximations Hk� and Hk�� are initialized during each iteration,
though in practice each matrix need only be initialized if it will be used.
3. Convergence Analysis. In this section, we analyze the convergence properties of Algorithm 2 when Algorithm 1 is employed as the QP solver framework. We
first prove that each iteration of the algorithm is well-posed, and then prove that the
algorithm is globally convergent to the set of first-order optimal solutions for (NLP),
or at least that of (FP). It is worthwhile to remind the reader that while updated
multiplier estimates for (FP) are computed as part of each scenario, these quantities
may also be updated at the end of iteration k by (2.34). Similarly, while the Hessian
11

Algorithm 2 Sequential Quadratic Optimizer with Inexact Subproblem Solves
1: Set k ← 0 and (xk , yk� , ȳk� , yk�� , ȳk�� , µk ) satisfying (2.1) and (2.14).
2: Check for finite termination by performing the following.

3:
4:
5:

6:

7:

8:
9:

a: If (2.13a) holds, then terminate and return the KKT point (xk , yk� /µk , ȳk� /µk ).
b: If (2.13b) holds, then terminate and return the infeasible stationary point xk .
Initialize the symmetric Hessian approximations Hk� and Hk�� .
Check for a trivial iteration by performing the following.
a: If Conditions 1 hold, then perform Updates 1 and go to step 8. // (Scenario 1)
Use Algorithm 1 to compute an approximate solution of (PQP) satisfying Termination
��
��
Test 1 or 3, and initialize (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) ← (0, yk�� , ȳk�� ) by default.
a: If Conditions 2 hold, then perform Updates 2 and go to step 8. // (Scenario 2)
If Termination Test 1 holds, then use Algorithm 1 to compute an approximate solution
of (FQP) satisfying Termination Test 4. In any case, do the following.
a: If Conditions 3 hold, then perform Updates 3 and go to step 8. // (Scenario 3)
b: If Conditions 5 hold, then perform Updates 5 and go to step 8. // (Scenario 5)
Use Algorithm 1 to compute an approximate solution of (PQP) satisfying Termination
Test 2 or 3. If Termination Test 1 holds, then use Algorithm 1 to (re)compute an approximate solution of (FQP) satisfying Termination Test 4. In any case, do the following.
a: If Conditions 3 hold, then perform Updates 3 and go to step 8. // (Scenario 3)
b: If Conditions 4 hold, then perform Updates 4 and go to step 8. // (Scenario 4)
c: If Conditions 5 hold, then perform Updates 5 and go to step 8. // (Scenario 5)
d: Conditions 6 hold, so perform Updates 6.
// (Scenario 6)
Compute αk as the largest value in {γ 0 , γ 1 , γ 2 , . . .} such that (2.12) is satisfied.
��
��
Set xk+1 ← xk + αk dk , (yk+1
, ȳk+1
) by (2.34), and k ← k + 1, then go to step 2.

approximations are initialized at the start of each iteration, these matrices may be updated via the modification strategy in Algorithm 1. Hence, for clarity in our analysis,
we specify the following about our notation: by (yk� , ȳk� ) and (yk�� , ȳk�� ) (with subscript
k), we are referring to the multiplier estimates for (NLP) and (FP), respectively, that
�
�
are available at the start of iteration k; unless otherwise specified, by (yk+1
, ȳk+1
)
��
��
and (yk+1 , ȳk+1 ) (with subscript k + 1) we are referring to the multiplier estimates
obtained at the end of iteration k; and, by Hk� and Hk�� , we are referring to the values
of these matrices obtained at the end of iteration k.
3.1. Well-posedness. We show that either Algorithm 2 will terminate finitely,
or it will produce an infinite sequence of iterates satisfying (2.1). This well-posedness
property of Algorithm 2 is proved under the following assumption.
Assumption 3.1. The functions f , c, and c̄ are continuously diﬀerentiable in an
open convex set Ω containing the sequences {xk } and {xk + dk }.
We also require the following assumptions about the QP solver employed in Algorithm 1 to solve subproblems (PQP) and (FQP). We state these assumptions, and
then discuss their implications vis-à-vis our termination tests in a series of lemmas.
Assumption 3.2. Suppose that with µ ∈ (0, ∞) and a fixed H, Algorithm 1
repeatedly executes step 3. Then, the following hold.
(a) If xk is stationary for φ(·, µ), then the executions of step 3 will eventually
produce y ∈ [−e, e] and ȳ ∈ [0, e] with ρk (0, y, ȳ, µ, H) arbitrarily small.
(b) If xk is not stationary for φ(·, µ), then the executions of step 3 will eventually
produce d, y ∈ [−e, e], and ȳ ∈ [0, e] with ρk (d, y, ȳ, µ, H) arbitrarily small
and ∆lk (d, µ) ≥ 12 dT Hd.
Assumption 3.3. Suppose that with µ = 0 and a fixed H, Algorithm 1 repeatedly
executes step 3. Then, with ∆lk (d�k , µk ) > 0, the executions of step 3 will eventually
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produce d, y ∈ [−e, e], and ȳ ∈ [0, e] with ρk (d, y, ȳ, 0, H) arbitrarily small and either
∆lk (d, 0) ≥ 12 dT Hd or ∆lk (d�k , µk ) ≥ 12 dT Hd.
We remark that Assumptions 3.2 and 3.3 only concern situations in which Algorithm 1 repeatedly executes step 3 while H remains fixed. By the construction of the
algorithm, if an execution of step 3 ever yields d with 12 dT Hd < θ�d�2 , then H will
be modified. Hence, these assumptions do not apply until H remains fixed during
a run of Algorithm 1, which is in fact guaranteed to occur after a finite number of
executions of step 3; see Lemma 3.4 below. We also remark that the last inequality in Assumption 3.2(b) merely requires that d yields an objective value for (2.35)
(with µ ∈ (0, ∞)) that is at least as good as that yielded by the zero vector, which
is a reasonable assumption for many QP solvers. Similarly, the last inequalities in
Assumption 3.3 require that d yields an objective value for (2.35) (with µ = 0) that
is at least as good as that yielded by the zero vector (which is reasonable when xk
is not stationary for φ(·, 0) = v(·)), or that the inner product 12 dT Hd is less than
∆lk (d�k , µk ) (which is reasonable when xk is stationary for v since then there exists a
stationary point for (FQP) with d = 0).
Our first result relates to the strategy for modifying H in step 4 of Algorithm 1.
Lemma 3.4. During a run of Algorithm 1, the matrix H will be modified in step 4
only a finite number of times. Hence, after a finite number of executions of step 3,
all subsequent executions in the run will yield 12 dT Hd ≥ θ�d�2 .
Proof. If Algorithm 1 does not terminate prior, then after a finite number of
modifications of H, it will satisfy H � 2θI, after which point the condition in step 4
will never be satisfied and no further modifications will be triggered.
We now prove the following result for the case when Algorithm 1 is employed to
solve (PQP) when the current iterate is a stationary point for the penalty function.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that xk is stationary for φ(·, µk ), but �ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )� > 0.
Then, if Algorithm 1 is employed to solve (PQP), Termination Test 3 will be satisfied
after a finite number of executions of step 3.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, we have that after a finite number of executions of step 3, H
will remain fixed. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that all executions
of step 3 have (µ, H) = (µk , Hk� ). Then, under Assumption 3.2, repeated executions
of step 3 will eventually produce y ∈ [−e, e] and ȳ ∈ [0, e] with ρk (0, y, ȳ, µk , Hk� )
�
�
arbitrarily small. Since �ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )� > 0, it follows that (yk+1
, ȳk+1
) = (y, ȳ)
will satisfy (2.16) and (2.23) after a finite number of such executions. Moreover, if
(2.24) holds, then by (2.14) we have vk > 0. Hence, ρk (0, y, ȳ, µk , Hk� ) → 0 implies
�(y, ȳ)�∞ → 1, from which we conclude that with ρk (0, y, ȳ, µk , Hk� ) suﬃciently small,
�
�
(yk+1
, ȳk+1
) = (y, ȳ) will satisfy (2.25).
Similar results follow when Algorithm 1 is employed to solve (PQP) when the
current iterate is not stationary for the penalty function. However, before considering
that case, we prove the following lemma related to first-order optimal points of (2.35).
Lemma 3.6. For any iteration k and constant σ > 0, there exists σ̄ > 0 such that
if �ρk (d, y, ȳ, µ, H)� ≤ σ̄ and ∆lk (d, µ) ≥ θ�d�2 , then
∆lk (d, µ) ≥ ∆lk (d, 0) − �(y, ȳ)�∞ vk + dT Hd − σ.
Proof. First note that the inequality ∆lk (d, µ) ≥ θ�d�2 implies that d is bounded
since ∆lk (·, µ) is globally Lipschitz continuous for any given k and µ ≥ 0. Now
consider an arbitrary σ > 0. If for some σ̄ > 0 we have �ρk (d, y, ȳ, µ, H)� ≤ σ̄, then
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by the boundedness of d it follows that for some C > 0 independent of σ̄ we have
−µgkT d − dT Hd − (Jk y + J¯k ȳ)T d ≥ −C σ̄

T
and (ck + JkT d)T y + (c̄k + J¯k d)T ȳ ≥ −C σ̄.

We then obtain by the definition of ∆lk and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that
∆lk (d, µ) − dT Hd = ∆lk (d, 0) − µgkT d − dT Hd
≥ ∆lk (d, 0) + (Jk y + J¯k ȳ)T d − C σ̄

= ∆lk (d, 0) + (ck + JkT d)T y − cTk y + (c̄k + J¯k d)T ȳ − c̄Tk ȳ − C σ̄
T

≥ ∆lk (d, 0) − �(y, ȳ)�∞ vk − 2C σ̄.

The result follows by choosing σ̄ suﬃciently small such that 2C σ̄ ≤ σ.
We now consider the employment of Algorithm 1 when xk is not stationary for
the penalty function. As will be seen in the proof of Lemma 3.9, Algorithm 1 will
only be employed to find an inexact solution that satisfies Termination Test 2 if the
residual for the feasibility problem is nonzero.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that xk is not stationary for φ(·, µk ). Then, if Algorithm 1
is employed to solve (PQP), Termination Test 1 will be satisfied after a finite number
of executions of step 3. Moreover, if �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� > 0, then Termination Test 2
will also be satisfied after a finite number of such executions.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, we have that after a finite number of executions of step 3,
H will remain fixed. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that all executions of step 3 have (µ, H) = (µk , Hk� ), and that all values of d computed in
step 3 satisfy 12 dT Hd ≥ θ�d�2 . Since xk is not stationary for φ(·, µk ), it follows that
�ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )� > 0 and that d �= 0 in any first-order optimal solution (d, y, ȳ) of
(2.35). Hence, under Assumption 3.2, we have that after a finite number of executions
�
�
of step 3, the vector (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) = (d, y, ȳ) will satisfy (2.16), (2.15), and (2.17).
�� ��
Now suppose that �ρ(xk , yk , ȳk , 0)� > 0. Then, by the same argument as above,
�
�
we have that after a finite number of executions of step 3, the vector (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
)=
(d, y, ȳ) will satisfy (2.16), (2.17), and (2.18). Moreover, note that if a first-order
optimal solution (d, y, ȳ) of (2.35) (with ρk (d, y, ȳ, µk , Hk� ) = 0) has �(y, ȳ)�∞ <
λ(� − β) ∈ (0, 1), then it also has ∆lk (d, 0) = vk . Hence, (2.19) will imply (2.20) when
�
�
�ρk (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, µk , Hk� )� is suﬃciently small. Now, since �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� > 0,
we have from (2.14) that vk > 0. Moreover, from Lemma 3.6, we have that for any
constant σ > 0, there exists σ̄ > 0 such that the inequalities �ρk (d, y, ȳ, µk , Hk� )� ≤ σ̄
and ∆lk (d, µk ) ≥ θ�d�2 > 0 imply
µk gkT d ≤ �(y, ȳ)�∞ vk − dT Hk� d + σ < �(y, ȳ)�∞ vk + σ.
�
�
Consequently, when �ρk (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, µk , Hk� )� is suﬃciently small, (2.22) will hold
(regardless of whether or not (2.21) is satisfied).
We now prove a similar result for when Algorithm 1 is employed to solve (FQP).
As can be seen in Algorithm 2 and the proof of Lemma 3.9, this only occurs when Termination Test 1 is satisfied (which requires ∆lk (d�k , µk ) > 0) and �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� > 0.
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that ∆lk (d�k , µk ) > 0 and �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� > 0. Then, if
Algorithm 1 is employed to solve (FQP), Termination Test 4 will be satisfied after a
finite number of executions of step 3.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, we have that after a finite number of executions of step 3, H
will remain fixed. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that all executions
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of step 3 have (µ, H) = (0, Hk�� ), and that all values of d computed in step 3 satisfy
1 T
2
2 d Hd ≥ θ�d� . Under Assumption 3.3, repeated executions of step 3 will eventually
produce d, y ∈ [−e, e], and ȳ ∈ [0, e] with ρk (d, y, ȳ, 0, Hk�� ) arbitrarily small, meaning
��
��
that (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) = (d, y, ȳ) will satisfy (2.27), (2.26), and (2.28) after a finite
number of such executions.
Now that we have established that Algorithm 1 will terminate finitely in a variety
of situations of interest, we prove the following lemma showing that Algorithm 1 will
always terminate finitely in the context of Algorithm 2.
Lemma 3.9. Algorithm 1 terminates finitely whenever it is called by Algorithm 2.
Proof. Consider the call to Algorithm 1 to solve (PQP) in step 5 of Algorithm 2.
If (2.13a) holds, or if Conditions 1 hold, then Algorithm 2 would have terminated in
step 2, or at least would have skipped step 5. Thus, we may assume that (2.13a) and
Conditions 1 do not hold, meaning that �ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )� > 0. If xk is stationary
for φ(·, µk ), then by Lemma 3.5 we have that Algorithm 1 will terminate finitely with
�
�
, ȳk+1
) satisfying Termination Test 3. (Termination Test 1 cannot be satisfied
(d�k , yk+1
when xk is stationary for φ(·, µk ) due to the strict inequality in (2.17).) Similarly, if
xk is not stationary for φ(·, µk ), then by Lemma 3.7 we have that Algorithm 1 will
�
�
terminate finitely with (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfying Termination Test 1 and/or 3.
Next, consider the call to Algorithm 1 to approximately solve (FQP) in step 6 of
Algorithm 2, which occurs only if Termination Test 1 holds (and so ∆lk (d�k , µk ) > 0).
If vk = 0, then the satisfaction of (2.17) implies the satisfaction of (2.7). Consequently,
Conditions 2 would have been satisfied in step 5 of Algorithm 2, which would have
caused the algorithm to skip step 6. Thus, we may assume vk > 0, which in turn means
�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� > 0 or else Algorithm 2 would have terminated in step 2. It then
��
��
follows from Lemma 3.8 that Algorithm 1 will terminate finitely with (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
)
satisfying Termination Test 4.
Finally, consider the calls to Algorithm 1 in step 7 of Algorithm 2. We claim
that we must have �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� > 0 in this step. Indeed, if �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� = 0,
then we must have vk = 0 or else Algorithm 1 would have terminated in step 2 since
(2.13b) would have been satisfied. Moreover, since vk = 0, if Termination Test 1 was
satisfied in step 5, then Conditions 2 would have been satisfied and Algorithm 1 would
have skipped to step 8. Consequently, we may assume that Termination Test 3, but
not Termination Test 1, held in step 5. However, since Termination Test 3 held after
step 5 and �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� = 0, it follows that Conditions 5 would have held in step 6,
meaning that Algorithm 2 would have skipped to step 8. Overall, we have shown that
we must have �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� > 0 in step 7. Consequently, by Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8,
�
�
we conclude that Algorithm 1 will terminate finitely with (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfying
Termination Test 2 and/or 3, and then if Termination Test 1 holds, it will terminate
��
��
finitely with (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
) satisfying Termination Test 4.
Our next lemma shows that one of our proposed scenarios will occur.
Lemma 3.10. If Algorithm 2 does not terminate in step 2, then Scenario 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, or 6 will occur.
Proof. If Algorithm 2 does not terminate in step 2 and Conditions 1 hold, then
Scenario 1 occurs. Otherwise, without loss of generality, we may assume that Algorithm 2 reaches step 7, in which case it follows from Lemma 3.9 that a primal-dual
vector satisfying either Termination Test 2 or 3 will be computed. In particular, if
Termination Test 2 holds, then Termination Test 1 also holds, and Algorithm 2 will
proceed to compute a primal-dual vector satisfying Termination Test 4. Consequently,
it follows that in step 7 either Termination Tests 1, 2, and 4 hold, or at least Ter15

mination Test 3 holds. In the former case when Termination Tests 1, 2, and 4 are
satisfied, then at least Conditions 4 hold, in which case Scenario 4 (if not Scenario 3)
would occur. Otherwise, when Termination Test 3 is satisfied, it is clear that either
Conditions 5 or 6 hold, in which case Scenario 5 or 6, respectively, would occur.
The major consequence of the previous lemma is that if Algorithm 2 does not
terminate in iteration k, then exactly one scenario will occur. For ease of exposition
in the remainder of our analysis, we define
Ki := {k | Scenario i occurs in iteration k}.
We now show that the sequence of penalty parameters will be positive.
Lemma 3.11. For all k, it follows that µk+1 ∈ (0, µk ].
Proof. Note that µk+1 ← µk for k ∈ K2 ∪ K3 ∪ K5 . Moreover, for k ∈ K1 ∪ K6 ,
we have µk+1 ← δµk . Thus, we need only show that µk+1 ∈ (0, µk ] for k ∈ K4 .
Consider k ∈ K4 . By the definition of ∆lk , we have
∆lk (dk , µk ) ≥ β∆lk (dk , 0) ⇐⇒ µk gkT dk ≤ (1 − β)∆lk (dk , 0).

(3.1)

Consequently, it follows from (2.11) that µk+1 ∈ {δµk , µk } > 0 unless we find
µk gkT dk > (1 − β)∆lk (dk , 0) ≥ (1 − β)�θ�d��k �2 ,
where the latter inequality follows from (2.10) and (2.31). This immediately implies
gkT dk > 0 and �dk � > 0.

(3.2)

In such cases, we set µk+1 by (2.11) where
(1 − β)∆lk (dk , 0)
(1 − β)�θ�d��k �2
≥
.
gkT dk + θ�dk �2
gkT dk + θ�dk �2
The relationships in (2.30) and the inequalities in (3.2) respectively imply that the numerator and denominator of the right-hand side of this expression is positive, meaning
that µk+1 set by (2.11) is both positive and less than or equal to µk .
Our next goal is to prove that the backtracking line search in Algorithm 2 is wellposed. This requires the following result, which states that −∆lk (·, µ) can be used
as a surrogate for the directional derivative of φ(·, µ) at xk , call it Dφ(·; xk , µ); for a
proof, see, e.g., [3, 4]. This fact will be used in the proof of the subsequent lemma to
show that Algorithm 2 produces a direction of strict descent for φ(·, µk+1 ) from xk as
long as ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) > 0.
Lemma 3.12. At any iterate xk and for any µ ≥ 0 and d ∈ Rn , it follows that
Dφ(d; xk , µ) ≤ −∆lk (d, µ).
Thus, if ∆lk (d, µ) > 0, then d is a direction of strict descent for φ(·, µ) from xk .
We now provide a non-negative lower bound for the model reduction corresponding to the new value of the penalty parameter, and consequently show that the backtracking line search in Algorithm 2 is well-posed.
Lemma 3.13. For all k ∈
/ K4 we have
∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) ≥ θ�dk �2 ,
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and for all k ∈ K4 we have
∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) ≥ β∆lk (dk , 0) ≥ β�θ�d��k �2 > 0.
Consequently, for all k we have αk > 0.
Proof. The first statement in the lemma is trivial if k ∈ K1 ∪ K5 ∪ K6 since for
all such k we set dk ← 0. For k ∈ K2 ∪ K3 , we have from (2.17) and the facts that
dk ← d�k and µk+1 ← µk that
∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) ≥ θ�dk �2 > 0.
Finally, consider k ∈ K4 , where by (2.31) we have dk �= 0. We proceed by considering
the three possibilities in (2.11). If τk ≥ τ and ∆lk (dk , µk ) ≥ β∆lk (dk , 0), then we set
µk+1 ← µk and by (2.10), (2.30), and (2.31) have
∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) = ∆lk (dk , µk ) ≥ β∆lk (dk , 0) ≥ β�θ�d��k �2 > 0.
Otherwise, if τk < τ and ∆lk (dk , µk ) ≥ β∆lk (dk , 0), then since we have µk gkT dk ≤
(1 − β)∆lk (dk , 0) (recall (3.1)) and since (2.10) and (2.30) imply ∆lk (dk , 0) > 0, we
also have δµk gkT dk ≤ (1 − β)∆lk (dk , 0). Thus, after setting µk+1 ← δµk by (2.11), we
have from (2.10), (2.30), and (2.31) (and recalling (3.1)) that
∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) ≥ β∆lk (dk , 0) ≥ β�θ�d��k �2 > 0.
Finally, if ∆lk (dk , µk ) < β∆lk (dk , 0), then after setting µk+1 < µk by (2.11), we have
from the fact that gkT dk > 0 (recall (3.2)) and (2.10), (2.11), (2.30), and (2.31) that
∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) = −µk+1 gkT dk + ∆lk (dk , 0)
�
�
(1 − β)∆lk (dk , 0)
≥−
gkT dk + ∆lk (dk , 0)
gkT dk + θ�dk �2
≥ β∆lk (dk , 0) ≥ β�θ�d��k �2 > 0.

The final statement in the lemma follows since for k ∈ K1 ∪ K5 ∪ K6 we set
αk ← 1, and for k ∈ K2 ∪ K3 ∪ K4 we have ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) > 0; in the latter case
Lemma 3.12 implies that step 8 of Algorithm 2 yields αk > 0.
We now have the following theorem about the well-posedness of Algorithm 2.
Theorem 3.14. One of the following holds:
(a) Algorithm 2 terminates with a KKT point or an infeasible stationary point
satisfying a condition in (2.13);
(b) Algorithm 2 generates an infinite sequence of iterates satisfying (2.1).
Proof. If, during iteration k, Algorithm 2 does not terminate in step 2, then it
follows from Lemmas 3.9 and 3.13 that each call to Algorithm 1 and the backtracking
line search will terminate finitely, which in turn implies that all steps in iteration k will
terminate finitely. Moreover, it follows from our updating strategies for the multiplier
estimates and Lemma 3.11 that (2.1) will hold at the start of the next iteration.
Indeed, by induction, (2.1) will hold at the start of all subsequent iterations.
3.2. Global convergence. Under the assumption that Algorithm 2 does not
terminate finitely—and so, by Theorem 3.14, produces an infinite sequence of iterations satisfying (2.1)—we prove that appropriate measures of stationarity for problems
(NLP) and (FP) (see (2.13)) converge to zero. Overall, we prove that Algorithm 2
possesses meaningful global convergence guarantees.
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We make the following assumptions for our analysis in this section.
Assumption 3.15. The functions f , c, and c̄ are continuously diﬀerentiable in
an open convex set Ω containing the sequences {xk } and {xk + dk }. Moreover, in Ω,
the functions and their first derivatives are bounded and Lipschitz continuous.
Assumption 3.16. The Hessian matrices Hk� and Hk�� —including their initial
values and those returned from Algorithm 1—are bounded in norm.
Assumption 3.15 represents a strengthening of Assumption 3.1. Moreover, we
continue to make Assumptions 3.2 and 3.3 so that all of the results in §3.1 apply.
Our first lemma in this section shows that the search directions are bounded.
Lemma 3.17. The sequences {d�k }, {d��k }, and {dk } are bounded in norm.
Proof. Consider {d�k }. For k ∈ K1 ∪K5 ∪K6 , Algorithm 2 sets d�k ← 0. Otherwise,
Termination Test 1 or 2 holds, so by (2.17) we have
∆lk (d�k , µk ) ≥ θ�d�k �2 .
Since all quantities (other than d�k ) in the piecewise linear function on the left-hand
side of this inequality are uniformly bounded by Assumption 3.15, and since µk ∈
(0, µ0 ] for all k by Lemma 3.11, it follows that d�k is uniformly bounded in norm.
Now consider {d��k }. For k ∈ K1 ∪ K2 ∪ K5 ∪ K6 , Algorithm 2 sets d��k ← 0.
Otherwise, Termination Test 4 holds, so by (2.28) we have
max{∆lk (d�k , µk ), ∆lk (d��k , 0)} ≥ θ�d��k �2 .
The fact that d��k is uniformly bounded in norm follows due to similar reasoning (for
d�k ) as in the previous paragraph.
Finally, since for all k Algorithm 2 sets dk by (2.6) (i.e., as a convex combination
of d�k and d��k ), it follows from above that dk is uniformly bounded in norm.
We now provide a lower bound on the step-sizes that is more precise than that
given by Lemma 3.13.
Lemma 3.18. For all k, the step-size satisfies αk ≥ ω∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) for some
constant ω > 0 independent of k.
Proof. The result is trivial for k ∈ K1 ∪ K5 ∪ K6 since for all such k Algorithm 2
sets dk ← 0 and αk ← 1. It remains to consider k ∈ K2 ∪ K3 ∪ K4 where from (2.8),
(2.17), and (2.31) we have that dk �= 0.
Let ᾱ be a step-size for which (2.12) is not satisfied, i.e.,
φ(xk + ᾱdk , µk+1 ) − φ(xk , µk+1 ) > −η ᾱ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ).
Using Assumption 3.15, Taylor’s theorem, and the convexity of � · �1 , we also have
φ(xk + ᾱdk , µk+1 ) − φ(xk , µk+1 )

= µk+1 (f (xk + ᾱdk ) − fk ) + v(xk + ᾱdk ) − vk

≤ ᾱµk+1 gkT dk + ᾱ(�ck + JkT dk �1 + �[c̄k + J¯k dk ]+ �1 ) + (1 − ᾱ)vk − vk + ᾱ2 C�dk �2
T

= − ᾱ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) + ᾱ2 C�dk �2

for some C > 0 independent of k. Combining the last two inequalities, we have
ᾱC�dk �2 > (1 − η)∆lk (dk , µk+1 ),
which implies that the line search yields αk ≥ γ(1 − η)∆lk (dk , µk+1 )/(C�dk �2 ). The
result then follows since {dk } is bounded by Lemma 3.17.
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Our next goal is to prove that, in the limit, the sequence of reductions in the
model of the penalty function and of the constraint violation measure converge to
zero. For this, it will be convenient to work with the shifted penalty function
ϕ(x, µ) := µ(f (x) − f ) + v(x),
where f is the infimum of f over the smallest convex set containing {xk } whose existence follows under Assumption 3.15. The function ϕ satisfies an important monotonicity property proved in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.19. For all k,
ϕ(xk+1 , µk+2 ) ≤ ϕ(xk , µk+1 ) − ηαk ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ),
implying that {ϕ(xk , µk+1 )} decreases monotonically.
Proof. According to the line search condition (2.12), we have
ϕ(xk+1 , µk+1 ) ≤ ϕ(xk , µk+1 ) − ηαk ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ).
This inequality implies
ϕ(xk+1 , µk+2 ) ≤ ϕ(xk , µk+1 ) − (µk+1 − µk+2 )(fk+1 − f ) − ηαk ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ).
The result follows since ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) ≥ 0 (by Lemma 3.13), {µk } is monotonically
decreasing, and fk ≥ f for all k.
We now prove that the model reductions and search directions converge to zero.
Lemma 3.20. The following limits hold:
0 = lim ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) = lim �d��k � = lim �d�k � = lim �dk � = lim ∆lk (dk , 0).
k→∞

k→∞

k→∞

k→∞

k→∞

(3.3)
Proof. By Lemmas 3.18 and 3.19, if there exists an infinite subsequence of iterations with ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) ≥ C for some constant C > 0, then we must have
ϕ(xk , µk+1 ) → −∞. However, that contradicts the fact that ϕ is bounded below
by zero. Hence, we must have that ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) → 0.
Now consider {d��k }. For k ∈ K1 ∪ K2 ∪ K5 ∪ K6 , we have d��k ← 0. Otherwise, for
k ∈ K3 we have from (2.9), (2.28), and the facts that dk ← d�k and µk+1 ← µk that
�
θ�d��k �2
if ∆lk (d�k , µk ) ≥ ∆lk (d��k , 0)
�
∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) = ∆lk (dk , µk ) ≥
��
�� 2
�∆lk (dk , 0) ≥ �θ�dk � otherwise,
and similarly for k ∈ K4 we have from Lemma 3.13 that
∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) ≥ β�θ�d��k �2 .
Since ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) → 0, it follows from these last two expressions that d��k → 0.
Now consider {d�k }. For k ∈ K1 ∪ K5 ∪ K6 , we have d�k ← 0. Otherwise, for
k ∈ K2 ∪ K3 , we have from (2.17) and the facts that dk ← d�k and µk+1 ← µk that
∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) ≥ θ�d�k �2 .
Finally, for k ∈ K4 we have from (2.30) that
∆lk (d��k , 0) ≥ θ�d�k �2 .
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Since ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) → 0 and d��k → 0, it follows that d�k → 0.
The last two limits in (3.3) follow from (2.6) and since d��k → 0 and d�k → 0.
We now present a useful lemma.
Lemma 3.21. Let {rk }, {ek }, and {r̄k } be infinite sequences of non-negative real
numbers and let K be an infinite subsequence of iteration numbers such that
�
κrk + ek
for k ∈ K
ek → 0, r̄k → 0, and rk+1 ≤
(3.4)
max{rk , r̄k } for k ∈
/ K.
Then, rk → 0.
Proof. Let C > 0 be an arbitrary constant. Since ek → 0 and r̄k → 0, there exists
k1 ≥ 0 such that for all k ≥ k1 we have ek ≤ (1 − κ)C/2 and r̄k ≤ C. If for k ≥ k1
with k ∈ K we have rk > C, then since κ ∈ (0, 1) the inequality in (3.4) yields
rk+1 ≤ κrk +

1−κ
2 C

= (κ − 1)rk + rk +
< (κ − 1)C + rk +
= rk −

1−κ
2 C
1−κ
2 C

1−κ
2 C.

Hence, rk − rk+1 ≥ (1 − κ)C/2 for all k ≥ k1 with k ∈ K and rk > C. This, along
with the facts that K is infinite, rk+1 ≤ max{rk , r̄k } for k ∈
/ K, and r̄k → 0, means
that for some k2 ≥ k1 we find rk2 ≤ C. If for k = k2 we have k ∈
/ K, then by (3.4) we
have rk+1 ≤ max{rk , r̄k } ≤ C, and otherwise (i.e., when k ∈ K) we similarly have
rk+1 ≤ κC +

1−κ
2 C

=

κ+1
2 C

≤ C.

By induction, rk ≤ C for all k ≥ k2 . The result follows since C > 0 was arbitrary.
We now prove that the sequence of residuals for (FP) converges to zero. (At this
point, we remind the reader about the manner in which we refer to the multiplier
estimates involved during iteration k; see the discussion at the beginning of §3.)
Lemma 3.22. The following limit holds:
lim �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� = 0.

k→∞

(3.5)

Proof. We consider two cases depending on the nature of the set of iterations in
which k ∈ K1 ∪ K5 ∪ K6 .
Case 1: Suppose k ∈ K1 ∪ K5 ∪ K6 for all suﬃciently large k, in which case we
can assume without loss of generality that k ∈ K1 ∪ K5 ∪ K6 for all k ≥ 0. It follows
that xk+1 ← xk for all k ≥ 0, and from Updates 1, 5, and 6 (in particular, from (2.29)
and (2.33)) and (2.34), we have that {�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�} decreases monotonically. We
proceed by distinguishing whether or not K1 ∪ K6 is finite.
If K1 ∪ K6 is finite, then there exists k1 ≥ 0 such that k ∈ K5 for all k ≥ k1 .
Since Conditions 5 hold for all k ≥ k1 , it follows from Termination Test 3 that (2.23)
holds for all k ≥ k1 , yielding ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk ) → 0. Consequently, since we also have
that (2.24) does not hold for all k ≥ k1 , we have (3.5).
Now suppose that K1 ∪ K6 is infinite. For k ∈ K1 ∪ K6 , Algorithm 2 updates
µk+1 ← δµk , so the fact that K1 ∪ K6 is infinite implies that µk → 0. In particular,
if K1 is infinite, then it follows that
lim ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , 0) = 0,

k∈K1
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which along with (2.29) and the fact that {�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�} decreases monotonically
implies that (3.5) holds.
It remains to consider the case when K1 ∪ K6 is infinite, but K1 is finite, or in
other words the case when K6 is infinite and k ∈ K5 ∪ K6 for all large k. For the
purpose of deriving a contradiction, suppose that (3.5) does not hold, i.e., that
lim �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� =: ρ̄1 > 0.

(3.6)

k→∞

(The limit in (3.6) exists due to the Monotone Convergence Theorem.) Define ζ1 :=
(ζ + 1)/2 ∈ (ζ, 1) and let K ⊆ K6 be the subset of iterations in which
�ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , δµk )� ≥ ζ1 �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�.

(3.7)

If K is infinite, then for some C1 > 0 we have from (3.7) and for all k ∈ K that
ρ̄1 ≤ �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� ≤

�
�
1
ζ1 �ρ(xk , yk , ȳk , δµk )�

≤

�
�
1
ζ1 �ρ(xk , yk , ȳk , µk )�

+ C1 µk . (3.8)

Therefore, since µk → 0, there exists ρ̄2 > 0 such that for large k ∈ K we have
�ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )� ≥ ρ̄2 . For such k we further have from (3.8) and the fact that
Conditions 6 require that (2.24) holds that
�
�
1
ζ �ρ(xk , yk , ȳk , µk )�

< �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� ≤

�
�
1
ζ1 �ρ(xk , yk , ȳk , µk )�

+ C1 µk .

Rearranging terms yields that for suﬃciently large k ∈ K we have
0<

1
1
C1 µk
C1 µk
−
<
≤
.
ζ
ζ1
�ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )�
ρ̄2

Recalling µk → 0, this constitutes a contradiction to the supposition that K is infinite.
Finally, continuing with the supposition that ρ̄1 exists as in (3.6), consider the
case when K is finite, i.e., when k ∈ K5 ∪ (K6 \K) for all large k. By definition, the
inequality (3.7) is violated for k ∈ K6 \K. Moreover, for k ∈ K6 \K, Algorithm 2 sets
�
�
µk+1 ← δµk and (yk+1
, ȳk+1
) ← (yk� , ȳk� ), so we have for some constant C2 > 0 that
�
�
�
�
�ρ(xk+1 , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, 0)� ≤ �ρ(xk , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, µk+1 )� + C2 µk+1

< ζ1 �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� + C2 µk+1 .

Since ζ1 ∈ (0, 1) and µk → 0, it follows from above, (3.6), and the monotonicity of
�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� that for all large k ∈ K6 \K we have during Scenario 6 that
�
�
��
��
�ρ(xk+1 , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, 0)� ≤ ρ̄1 ≤ �ρ(xk+1 , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, 0)�.

(3.9)

��
��
�
�
Hence, the update (2.29) will set (yk+1
, ȳk+1
) ← (yk� , ȳk� ) = (yk+1
, ȳk+1
) for all suf��
��
ficiently large k ∈ K6 \K, and consequently �ρ(xk+1 , yk+1 , ȳk+1 , 0)� = ρ̄1 will hold
for all suﬃciently large k ∈ K6 \K. (Note here that the update (2.34) can only de��
��
crease the value of �ρ(xk+1 , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, 0)�.) Moreover, since {�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�} is
monotonically decreasing, we have the stronger conclusion that

�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� = ρ̄1 for all large k,

(3.10)

��
��
and since µk → 0, we also have that �ρ(xk+1 , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, µk+1 )� → ρ̄1 . Now, since
(1 + ζ1 )/2 ∈ (0, 1), it follows that for suﬃciently large k ∈ K6 \K we have

ρ̄1 ≤

��
��
2
1+ζ1 �ρ(xk+1 , yk+1 , ȳk+1 , µk+1 )�
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=

�
�
2
1+ζ1 �ρ(xk+1 , yk , ȳk , µk+1 )�,

��
��
where the last equality follows since the update (2.29) will set (yk+1
, ȳk+1
) ← (yk� , ȳk� )
for all suﬃciently large k ∈ K6 \K (which followed above due to (3.9)). Since (3.7)
does not hold for such k, we find that for suﬃciently large k ∈ K6 \K we have

ρ̄1 ≤

2ζ1
�� ��
1+ζ1 �ρ(xk , yk , ȳk , 0)�

=

2ζ1
1+ζ1 ρ̄1 ,

which is a contradiction since 2ζ1 /(1 + ζ1 ) < 1. Hence, the supposition that there
exists ρ̄1 > 0 satisfying (3.6) cannot be true, and as a result we have shown (3.5).
Case 2: Suppose that K2 ∪K3 ∪K4 is infinite. From (2.14) and Taylor’s theorem,
it follows that for some C3 > 0, at the start of iteration k + 1 with k ∈ K2 , we have
��
��
�ρ(xk+1 , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, 0)� ≤ vk+1 ≤ vk + C3 �dk �.

(3.11)

Moreover, if K2 is infinite, then limk∈K2 vk = 0. (To see this, note that for k ∈ K2
we have µk+1 = µk and dk = d�k , and hence from (2.7) it follows that ∆lk (dk , µk+1 ) =
∆lk (d�k , µk ) ≥ �vk . Lemma 3.20 then yields limk∈K2 vk = 0.) Now consider the start
of iteration k + 1 such that k ∈ K3 ∪ K4 . It follows from Taylor’s theorem and the
��
��
boundedness of (yk+1
, ȳk+1
) due to (2.1) that for some {C4 , C5 } ∈ (0, ∞) we have
�
�
� J
�
��
��
� k+1 yk+1 + J¯k+1 ȳk+1 �
�

�
��
�min{[ck+1 ]+ , e − yk+1
}�
�


�
��
��
−
��

�
�ρ(xk+1 , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, 0)� = �
�min{[ck+1 ] , e + yk+1 }�
�
�
��
}�
�min{[c̄k+1 ]+ , e − ȳk+1
�
�
��
� min{[c̄k+1 ]− ,
ȳk+1
} �
�
�
� J y �� + J¯ ȳ ��
�
k k+1
k k+1
�
�
�
�
+
��
�min{[ck ] , e − yk+1 }�
�
�
−
��

�
≤�
�min{[ck ] , e + yk+1 }� + C4 �dk �
�
�
��
}�
�min{[c̄k ]+ , e − ȳk+1
�
�
��
� min{[c̄k ]− ,
ȳk+1
} �
�
�
� H �� d�� − H �� d�� + J y �� + J¯ ȳ ��
�
k k+1
k k+1
�
�
k k
k k
�
�
T ��
T �� +
��
�min{[ck + Jk dk − Jk dk ] , e − yk+1 }�
�
�
T ��
T �� −
��

�
=�
�min{[ck + Jk dk − Jk dk ] , e + yk+1 }� + C4 �dk �
T
T
�
�
��
}�
�min{[c̄k + J¯k d��k − J¯k d��k ]+ , e − ȳk+1
�
�
��
� min{[c̄k + J¯Tk d��k − J¯Tk d��k ]− ,
ȳk+1
} �
��
��
≤ �ρk (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, 0, Hk�� )� + C4 �dk � + C5 �d��k �.

It then follows from Termination Test 4 that for k ∈ K3 ∪ K4 we have
��
��
�ρk (d��k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, 0, Hk�� )� ≤ κ�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�,

(3.12)

(3.13)

which together with (3.12) yields

��
��
�ρ(xk+1 , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, 0)� ≤ κ�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� + C4 �dk � + C5 �d��k �.

(3.14)

(Note that the final multiplier update (2.34) can only decrease the left-hand side, so
the above inequality holds both before and after this update is applied.) Finally, note
that from (2.29), (2.33), and (2.34), we have at the beginning of iteration k + 1 with
k ∈ K1 ∪ K5 ∪ K6 that
��
��
�ρ(xk+1 , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, 0)� ≤ �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�.
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(3.15)

Define rk := �ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� for all k ≥ 0, ek := vk + C3 �dk � for k ∈ K2 ,
ek := C4 �dk � + C5 �d��k � for k ∈ K3 ∪ K4 , r̄k := 0 for all k ≥ 0, and K := K2 ∪ K3 ∪ K4 .
Since dk → 0 and d��k → 0 follow from Lemma 3.20 and limk∈K2 vk = 0, it follows from
(3.11), (3.14), and (3.15) that Lemma 3.21 implies (3.5).
The result follows from the analyses of these two cases.
A similar result follows for the residual for the penalty problem.
Lemma 3.23. The following limit holds:
lim �ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )� = 0.

k→∞

(3.16)

Proof. We prove the result by considering two cases.
Case 1: Suppose that k ∈ K1 ∪ K6 for all large k. In order to derive a contradiction, suppose that there exists an infinite K ⊆ K1 ∪ K6 such that for some C1 > 0
we have �ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )� ≥ C1 for all k ∈ K. Under Conditions 1, it follows that in
fact K ∩ K1 = ∅, so under Conditions 6 we have for all k ∈ K that
C1 ≤ �ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )� < ζ�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�.
However, this contradicts Lemma 3.22, which means that (3.16) must hold.
Case 2: Suppose K2 ∪K3 ∪K4 ∪K5 is infinite. From the definition of the residual
ρ, we have for some {C2 , C3 , C4 } ⊂ (0, ∞) that
�
�
�ρ(xk+1 , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, µk+1 )�
�
�
� µ
�
�
�
� k+1 gk+1 + Jk+1 yk+1 + J¯k+1 ȳk+1 �
�
�
+
�
�
�
min{[ck+1 ] , e − yk+1 }
�
�
−
�
�

�
= �
min{[ck+1 ] , e + yk+1 }
�
�
�
�
min{[c̄k+1 ]+ , e − ȳk+1
}
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
min{[c̄k+1 ]− ,
ȳk+1
}
�
�
� µ
�
�
�
� k+1 gk + Jk yk+1 + J¯k ȳk+1 �
�
�
+
�
� min{[ck ] , e − yk+1 } �
�
�
−
�

�
≤ �
� min{[ck ] , e + yk+1 } � + C2 �dk �
�
�
�
} �
� min{[c̄k ]+ , e − ȳk+1
�
�
�
�
�
min{[c̄k ]− ,
ȳk+1
}
�
�
� µ
�
� �
� �
�
�
� k+1 gk + Hk dk − Hk dk + Jk yk+1 + J¯k ȳk+1 �
�
�
T �
T � +
�
� min{[ck + Jk dk − Jk dk ] , e − yk+1 } �
�
�
T �
T � −
�

�
= �
� min{[ck + Jk dk − Jk dk ] , e + yk+1 } � + C2 �dk �
T
T
�
�
�
} �
� min{[c̄k + J¯k d�k − J¯k d�k ]+ , e − ȳk+1
�
�
T
T
�
�
�
min{[c̄k + J¯k d�k − J¯k d�k ]− ,
ȳk+1
}
�
�
≤ �ρk (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, µk+1 , Hk� )� + C2 �dk � + C3 �d�k �

�
�
≤ �ρk (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, µk , Hk� )� + C2 �dk � + C3 �d�k � + C4 (µk − µk+1 )�gk �

(3.17)

where the first inequality follows from Taylor’s theorem and the boundedness of
�
�
(yk+1
, ȳk+1
) due to (2.1). For k ∈ K2 ∪ K3 ∪ K4 , Termination Test 1 and/or 2
holds, so we have from (2.15) and/or (2.18) that
�
�
�ρk (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, µk , Hk� )� ≤ κ�ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )� + κ�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�.
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(3.18)

Similarly, for k ∈ K5 , we have from Termination Test 3 (specifically, (2.23) and the
update d�k ← 0) that
�
�
�ρk (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, µk , Hk� )� ≤ κ�ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )�.

(3.19)

Lastly, for k ∈ K1 ∪ K6 , we have along with (2.24) that
�
�
�ρk (d�k , yk+1
, ȳk+1
, µk , Hk� )� = �ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )� < ζ�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�.

By (3.17), (3.18), (3.19), the fact that ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0) → 0 by Lemma 3.22, the facts
that dk → 0 and d�k → 0 by Lemma 3.20, the fact that (µk − µk+1 ) → 0 by the
monotonicity and nonnegativity of {µk }, and the fact that {gk } is bounded under Assumption 3.15, we find that with rk := �ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )�, ek := κ�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� +
C2 �dk � + C3 �d�k � + C4 (µk − µk+1 )�gk �, r̄k := ζ�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� + C2 �dk � + C3 �d�k � +
C4 (µk − µk+1 )�gk �, and K := K2 ∪ K3 ∪ K4 ∪ K5 , Lemma 3.21 yields (3.16).
The result follows from the analyses of these two cases.
The next lemmas describe situations when the penalty parameter vanishes. A
result similar to the first was also proved in [5].
Lemma 3.24. If µk → 0, then either all limit points of {xk } are feasible for
(NLP) or all are infeasible for (NLP).
Proof. In order to derive a contradiction, suppose that there exist infinite subsequences K∗ and K× such that {xk }k∈K∗ → x∗ with v(x∗ ) = 0 and {xk }k∈K× → x×
with v(x× ) = C1 for some C1 > 0. Since µk → 0, we have by the boundedness of
{f (xk )} under Assumption 3.15 that there exists k∗ ≥ 0 such that for all k ∈ K∗
with k ≥ k∗ we have µk+1 (f (xk ) − f ) < C1 /4 and v(xk ) < C1 /4, meaning that
ϕ(xk , µk+1 ) < C1 /2. (Recall that f is the infimum of f over the smallest convex
set containing {xk }.) On the other hand, we also have µk+1 (f (xk ) − f ) ≥ 0 for all
k ≥ 0 and that there exists k× ≥ 0 such that for all k ∈ K× with k ≥ k× we have
v(xk ) ≥ C1 /2, meaning that ϕ(xk , µk+1 ) ≥ C1 /2. This is a contradiction since by
Lemma 3.19 we have that {ϕ(xk , µk+1 )} is monotonically decreasing. Thus, the set
of limit points of {xk } cannot include points that are feasible for (NLP) and points
that are infeasible.
Lemma 3.25. If µk → 0 and all limit points of {xk } are feasible for (NLP), then,
with Kµ := {k | µk+1 < µk }, all limit points of {xk }k∈Kµ are FJ points.
Proof. Let K∗ ⊆ Kµ ⊆ K1 ∪ K4 ∪ K6 be an infinite subsequence such that
{xk }k∈K∗ → x∗ for some limit point x∗ of {xk }k∈Kµ . We first show that the sequence
�
�
{(yk+1
, ȳk+1
)}k∈K∗ has a limit point (y∗ , ȳ∗ ) �= 0. We consider three cases.
Case 1: Suppose that K∗ ∩ K1 is infinite. Since ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk ) = 0 and vk > 0
�
�
for k ∈ K∗ ∩ K1 , it follows from the definition of ρ(·) that �(yk+1
, ȳk+1
)�∞ = 1 for all
�
�
such k, which in turn means that {(yk+1 , ȳk+1 )}k∈K∗ ∩K1 has a limit point (y∗ , ȳ∗ ) �= 0.
�
�
Case 2: Suppose that K∗ ∩K4 is infinite. Then, we claim that �(yk+1
, ȳk+1
)�∞ ≥
λ(� − β) ∈ (0, 1) for all large k ∈ K∗ ∩ K4 . Indeed, in order to derive a contradiction,
suppose that there exists an infinite subsequence K ⊆ K∗ ∩K4 such that for k ∈ K we
�
�
have �(yk+1
, ȳk+1
)�∞ < λ(� − β). Then, from (2.19) and (2.20), we have ∆lk (d�k , 0) ≥
��
�vk ≥ �∆lk (dk , 0), meaning that τk ← 1, d�k ← dk , and ∆lk (dk , 0) ≥ �vk . We also
claim that ∆lk (dk , µk ) ≥ β∆lk (dk , 0). (Otherwise, note that from (2.21), (2.22), and
�
�
the inequality �(yk+1
, ȳk+1
)�∞ < λ(� − β), we have that
�
�
∆lk (dk , µk ) = ∆lk (dk , 0) − µk gkT dk ≥ �vk − �(yk+1
, ȳk+1
)�∞ vk /λ ≥ β∆lk (dk , 0),

which is a contradiction.) Consequently, it follows from (2.11) that µk+1 ← µk ,
�
�
contradicting the fact that k ∈ Kµ . Hence, �(yk+1
, ȳk+1
)�∞ ≥ λ(� − β) for all k ∈ K∗ .
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�
�
Since K∗ ∩ K4 is infinite and 0 < λ(� − β) ≤ �(yk+1
, ȳk+1
)�∞ ≤ 1 for all large
�
�
k ∈ K∗ ∩ K4 , it follows that {(yk+1 , ȳk+1 )}k∈K∗ ∩K4 has a limit point (y∗ , ȳ∗ ) �= 0.
Case 3: Suppose that for all large k ∈ K∗ , we have k ∈ K6 . Since, for all such k,
�
�
Termination Test 3 holds and (2.24) is satisfied, it follows that 1 ≥ �(yk+1
, ȳk+1
)�∞ ≥
�
�
ψ > 0 for all such k. Hence, {(yk+1 , ȳk+1 )}k∈K∗ ∩K6 has a limit point (y∗ , ȳ∗ ) �= 0.
�
�
Overall, we have shown that {(yk+1
, ȳk+1
)}k∈K∗ has a limit point (y∗ , ȳ∗ ) �= 0.
�
�
Then, since ρ(xk , yk+1 , ȳk+1 , µk ) → 0 by Lemma 3.23 with µk → 0, it follows by
Assumption 3.15 that (x∗ , y∗ , ȳ∗ , 0) is an FJ point. The result follows since the limit
point x∗ of {xk }k∈Kµ was chosen arbitrarily.
The following definitions are needed for our next lemma.
Definition 3.26. The set of active inequality constraints of (NLP) at x is

A(x) := {i : c̄i (x) = 0}.
Definition 3.27. A point x that is feasible for (NLP) satisfies the MangasarianFromovitz constraint qualification (MFCQ) for (NLP) if J(x) has full column rank
and there exists d ∈ Rn such that
¯ T d < 0.
c(x) + J(x)T d = 0 and c̄(x) + J(x)
We now prove that at certain first-order optimal points, the MFCQ fails to hold.
Lemma 3.28. Suppose that ρ(x∗ , y∗ , ȳ∗ , 0) = 0 where x∗ is feasible for (NLP)
and (y∗ , ȳ∗ ) �= 0. Then, the MFCQ fails at x∗ .
Proof. Suppose that x∗ is feasible for (NLP). Under the conditions of the lemma,
it follows that ȳ∗i = 0 for all i ∈
/ A∗ := A(x∗ ), which implies that
A
0 = J∗ y∗ + J¯∗ ȳ∗ = J∗ y∗ + J¯∗ ∗ ȳ∗A∗ ,

(3.20)

∗
A∗
¯ ∗ ), and J¯A
where J∗ := J(x∗ ) and J¯∗ := J(x
denote the columns of J¯∗ and
∗ and ȳ∗
entries of ȳ∗ , respectively, corresponding to A∗ . In order to derive a contradiction to
the result of the lemma, suppose that the MFCQ holds at x∗ so that there exists d
A
such that dT J∗ = 0 and dT J¯∗ ∗ < 0. It then follows from (3.20) that

A
A
0 = dT J∗ y∗ + dT J¯∗ ∗ ȳ∗A∗ = dT J¯∗ ∗ ȳ∗A∗ ,

(3.21)

A
and since dT J¯∗ ∗ < 0 and ȳ∗A∗ ≥ 0, we may conclude that ȳ∗A∗ = 0. Thus, from
(3.20) and the fact that under the MFCQ the columns of J∗ are linearly independent,
we have y∗ = 0. Overall, we have shown that (y∗ , ȳ∗ ) = 0, but that contradicts the
condition of the lemma that (y∗ , ȳ∗ ) �= 0. Hence, the MFCQ must fail at x∗ .
We now state our main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.29. One of the following holds:
(a) µk = µ for some µ > 0 for all large k and either every limit point x∗ of {xk }
corresponds to a KKT point or is an infeasible stationary point;
(b) µk → 0 and every limit point x∗ of {xk } is an infeasible stationary point; or
(c) µk → 0, all limit points of {xk } are feasible for (NLP), and, with Kµ := {k :
µk+1 < µk }, every limit point x∗ of {xk }k∈Kµ corresponds to an FJ point at
which the MFCQ fails.
Proof. Since if µk+1 < µk , then µk+1 ≤ δµk , it follows that either µk → 0 or
µk = µ for some µ > 0 for all large k. If µk = µ > 0 for all large k, then the fact that
either every limit point of {xk } corresponds to a KKT point or every limit point is an
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infeasible stationary point follows from Lemmas 3.22 and 3.23. On the other hand, if
µk → 0, then (b) or (c) occurs due to Lemmas 3.22, 3.23, 3.24, 3.25, and 3.28.
We close our analysis with the following corollary of Theorem 3.29.
Corollary 3.30. If {xk } is bounded and every limit point of this sequence is a
feasible point at which the MFCQ holds, then µk = µ for some µ > 0 for all large k
and every limit point of {xk } corresponds to a KKT point.
Proof. Since every limit point of {xk } is feasible, only situation (a) or (c) in
Theorem 3.29 could occur. Suppose that situation (c) holds. Then µk → 0, i.e., Kµ is
infinite, and since {xk } is bounded, this implies that {xk }k∈Kµ must have limit points.
By the conditions of situation (c) in Theorem 3.29, this leads to a contradiction of the
supposition that the MFCQ holds at all (feasible) limit points. Thus, only situation
(a) can occur, and the result follows.
4. Numerical Experiments. In this section we present an implementation of
Algorithms 1 and 2 and show, on a set of standard test problems, that the use of inexact subproblem solutions does not substantially degrade the reliability or performance
of the algorithm. This illustrates that with the reduced per-iteration computational
costs due to inexactness in the subproblem solutions, there can be an overall reduction
in computational cost in solving large-scale problems of the form (NLP).
4.1. Implementation and Experimental Setup. An implementation, called
iSQO, was created in MATLAB. To solve the quadratic subproblems in Algorithm 1,
we use bqpd [19], a primal active-set QP solver capable of handling indefinite Hessian
matrices. At the beginning of the optimization routine, the objective and constraint
functions of the problem statement are scaled by the strategy described in [42, §3.8].
This avoids numerical diﬃculties due to badly scaled problem formulations. We also
note that the bisection routine outlined in [5] determines the convex combination
value τk satisfying equation (2.10). Our implemented algorithm terminates when any
of the following counterparts of (2.13) hold for given �tol , �µ > 0:
�ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )� ≤ �tol and vk ≤ �tol ;
�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� = 0

and vk > 0;

�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)� ≤ �tol and vk > �tol and µk ≤ �µ .

(4.1a)
(4.1b)
(4.1c)

Equation (4.1a) (resp. (4.1b) or (4.1c)) correspond to an “Optimal solution found”
(resp. “Infeasible stationary point found”) exit status. The additional restriction
on µk in (4.1c) allows the algorithm to continue even if the current iterate is very
close to an infeasible stationary point but the penalty parameter is not small. In our
experience, omitting this restriction significantly increases the number of instances
for which the algorithm terminates at an infeasible stationary point, while adding the
restriction results in many more instances that continue to find a stationary point for
(NLP), which is clearly more desirable.
Table 4.1 specifies the values of all user-defined constants as defined in (2.2), as
well as the tolerances above for finite termination (�tol , �µ ) and the maximum number
of iterations, K. Note that in the subsequently described experiments we consider
the stated various values of κ.
In order to simulate inexactness in the subproblem solutions for both (PQP)
and (FQP), we take the following approach: For a given set of termination tests,
we perturb an exact subproblem solution (d∗ , y ∗ , ȳ ∗ ), using uniform random vectors
u� ∈ U(−1, 1)� where � ∈ {n, m, m̄}, by finding the first element in the sequence
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Constant
κ
δ
ξ
�tol

Value
0.01, 0.1, 0.5
0.2
cf. Alg. IC [42]
10−6

Constant
ζ
τ
γ
K

Value
10
10−3
0.5
1000

Constant
λ, ψ, �
β
η, θ, �µ

Value
0.1
0.01
10−8

Table 4.1
Parameter values used in our iSQO algorithm implementation.

j = 0, 1, 2, ... such that
d := d∗ + 0.5j un ,

y := y ∗ + 0.5j um ,

and

ȳ := ȳ ∗ + 0.5j um̄

(4.2)

satisfies at least one of the tests. Using (d∗ , y ∗ , ȳ ∗ ) without such a perturbation yields
a variant of Algorithm 2 with exact subproblem solutions, results for which we present
as a means of comparison with our iSQO routine.
The test suite comprises all 307 CUTEr [22] problems with at least one free variable, with at least one general (non-bound) constraint, and for which the number of
variables and constraints sum to 200 or less1 . We used AMPL [21] formulations of
these problems [1] and disabled the AMPL presolve feature to maintain the idiosyncrasies of each formulation.
4.2. Numerical Results. Table 4.2 compares exit status counts from iSQO
when using exact and inexact subproblem solutions. Here, it is evident that the use of
inexact subproblem solutions does not have a significant impact on the (approximately
90%) success rate, i.e., the percentage of problems that yield an “Optimal solution
found” or “Infeasible stationary point found” exit status.
Exact
Optimal solution found
Infeasible stationary point found
Iteration limit reached
Subproblem solver failure

Inexact
κ = 0.01 κ = 0.1

271
4
12
18

269
3
10
23

κ = 0.5

272
2
11
20

275
2
9
19

Table 4.2
iSQO exit status counts when using exact and inexact subproblem solutions.

We next assess the level of inaccuracy of the subproblem solutions computed in
iSQO, in order to illustrate that relatively inexact solutions are indeed employed
in the algorithm. Given an iterate satisfying (2.1) and a given subproblem solution
(d, y, ȳ), we calculate the residual ratio as
κI :=

�ρk (d, y, ȳ, µk , Hk� )�
�ρ(xk , yk� , ȳk� , µk )�

or

κI :=

�ρk (d, y, ȳ, 0, Hk�� )�
,
�ρ(xk , yk�� , ȳk�� , 0)�

(4.3)

for the penalty or feasibility subproblems, respectively. A small κI value indicates a
very accurate solve. (Here, we remark that the exact solutions returned from bqpd
1 The only exception is the problem dallass, which was excluded as AMPL function evaluation
errors were encountered.
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κI (j)
κ̄I (j)

mean

[0
,1
[1 0 −8
0− )
8
[1 , 10 −
0−
6
6
)
,
[1 10 −
0−
4
4
,1 )
0−
[1
3
0−
)
3
,0
.0
[0
1)
.0
1,
0.
1)
[0
.1
,0
.
[0 5)
.5
,1
[1 )
,∞
)

min

κ

κI,mean

0.01
0.1
0.5
κ

3.5e-03
2.8e-02
8.8e-02
κ̄I,mean

0
0
0

2
0
0

10
2
2

7
10
4

253
30
23

0
232
69

0
0
179

0
0
0

0
0
0

0.01
0.1
0.5

7.3e-03
6.9e-02
3.5e-01

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

254
0
0

18
261
1

0
13
264

0
0
12

0
0
0

Table 4.3
Comparison of number of successfully solved NLPs with κI (j) or κ̄I (j) in the specified range.

typically yield κI values on the order of 10−16 .) We may loosely interpret κI as the
smallest value of the algorithmic constant κ for which a termination test would hold.
Given the j th instance in our test set, we denote by κI (j) the minimum of all κI
values observed for a subproblem solution during the execution of Algorithm 2. Note
that each iteration includes as many as two κI values: one for the penalty subproblem
and one for the feasibility subproblem. We also use κ̄I (j) to denote the geometric
average of these values for the j th instance. Table 4.3 lists the number of NLPs for
which κI (j) and κ̄I (j) fall into diﬀerent intervals. We also include the geometric
averages κI,mean and κ̄I,mean of κI (j) and κ̄I (j), respectively, to express a cumulative
measure of these values when one considers the entire test set.
It is evident from Table 4.3 that the termination tests permit non-trivial levels
of inexactness in the subproblem solutions. In particular, the distribution of κI (j)
shows that for a majority of the problems, κI (j) was within two orders of magnitude
of κ. The average behavior is even more encouraging, as it shows that typical κI
values are within one order of magnitude of κ in all but one case. We also observe
that κ̄I (j) ≥ κ for a minority of the problems, indicating the acceptance of inexact
subproblem solutions that yield relatively large residuals. Together, these observations
indicate that the accepted inexact subproblem solutions are significantly diﬀerent from
the exact subproblem solutions.
We now demonstrate that the use of inexact subproblem solutions does not lead
to an excessive number of additional iterations in Algorithm 2. Following [37], we
compare the iteration counts of two solvers A and B on problem j with the logarithmic
outperforming factor
j
rAB
:= − log2 (iterjA /iterjB ).

(4.4)

j
For example, the value rAB
= 3 means that solver A required only 213 of the iterations
j
needed by solver B. Figure 4.1 shows rAB
with A (resp. B) representing the inexact,
κ = 0.01 case (resp. exact case) for all instances successfully solved by both solvers
with more than three iterations. It is not surprising that exact subproblem solutions
generally lead to fewer iterations, but it is encouraging to note that for all but ten
problems, the number of iterations are within a factor of two or even much fewer.
In summary, our numerical experiments demonstrate that our proposed algorithm
exhibits a promising level of reliability (in terms of successful terminations) and performance (in terms of iteration counts), and that these results can be obtained without
accurate subproblem solutions.
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Fig. 4.1. Relative performance of iSQO with inexact and exact subproblem solutions measured
j
by rAB
. The dashed lines indicate a diﬀerence in iteration counts by a factor of 2, and the direction
of the bar indicates whether the algorithm with inexact (up) or exact (down) subproblem solutions
j
required fewer iterations. The instances are ordered in decreasing values of |rAB
|.

5. Conclusion. In this paper, we have proposed an inexact sequential quadratic
optimization (iSQO) method for solving nonlinear constrained optimization problems.
The novel feature of the algorithm is a set of generic, loose conditions that the primaldual search directions must satisfy, which allow for the use of inexact subproblem
solutions obtained via any QP solver that satisfies a mild set of assumptions. We
have proved that the algorithm is well-posed in that some amount of inexactness is
allowed any time that the QP solver is initiated. We have also proved that the algorithm is globally convergent to the set of first-order optimal solutions of the nonlinear
optimization problem (NLP), or at least that of the corresponding feasibility problem (FP). In particular, if the algorithm avoids infeasible stationary points and all
(feasible) limit points satisfy the MFCQ, then we have shown that all limit points
of the algorithm are KKT points for (NLP). Our numerical experiments illustrate
that the algorithm is as reliable as an algorithm that computes exact QP solutions
during every iteration, often at the expense of only a modest number of additional
iterations. These results suggest that with the computational benefits that may be
gained by terminating the QP solver early, the algorithm can oﬀer overall reductions
in computational costs compared to an algorithm that employs exact QP solutions.
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